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TARGET MASS DEPENDENCEOF THE Pb PROJECTILE FRAGMENTATIONAT 158AGeVA. D¡browska, M. Szarska, A. Trzupek, W. Wolterand B. WosiekHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived April 17, 2002)Fragmentation of 158AGeV Pb nuleus after the ollision with Pb andplasti targets has been studied using several lead-emulsion hambers ir-radiated in SPS at CERN. It was found that more than 50% of Pb+Pbinterations at 158AGeV are of eletromagneti origin. The distributionsof the number of fragments are target dependent while their harges andthe shapes of their angular distributions are independent of the target mass.For a given energy transferred to the spetator part of the nuleus the meanvalues of the number of fragments and their harges as well as angular dis-tributions are the same for light and heavy targets, exept for the mostentral ollisions.PACS numbers: 25.75.+r, 29.40.Rg1. IntrodutionSine many years the proess of nulear fragmentation has been investi-gated employing di�erent experimental tehniques: nulear emulsion, plastidetetors, eletroni and hybrid experiments. Despite the numerous experi-mental and theoretial approahes to the study of fragmentation phenomena,using di�erent projetiles at di�erent energies and variety of targets, the pro-ess of nulear fragmentation is far from being well understood. The reasonfor this is the omplexity of the proess of nulear fragmentation manifesteditself in a variety of fragmentation modes. Therefore, it is desirable to on-tinue investigations in this �eld in order to ollet more data espeially inthe region of the highest available energies.This paper is a ontinuation of our analysis [1, 2℄ of interations of158AGeV lead nulei with lead and plasti (C5H4O2) targets. In the presentpaper we onentrate on the analysis of general properties of fragmentation(1961)



1962 A. D¡browska et al.of Pb projetile nuleus after the ollision with heavy and light targets. Theanalyzed data were obtained from the CERN EMU13 experiment in whihlead-emulsion hambers were exposed to the beam of 208Pb ions aeleratedin SPS.The paper is organized as follows: In Se. 2 a short desription of theexperiment is given. A unique omposition of lead-emulsion hambers usedin this experiment enabled to perform a preise angular measurements ofsingly and multiply harged fragments with the simultaneous measurementsof their harges. In Se. 3 our sanning e�ieny for Pb interations withplasti and lead targets is disussed together with the estimation of theross-setion for eletromagneti interations in the high energy Pb+Pb in-terations. The harge and multipliity distributions of projetile fragmentsare presented in Se. 4. Angular distributions of fragments in ollisions oflead with lead and plasti targets and their relation to the energy trans-ferred to the spetator part of the projetile nuleus are presented in Se. 5.Se. 6 gives the summary. 2. ExperimentLead-emulsion hambers were exposed to the beam of 158AGeV leadions (A = 208) at the CERN SPS. The hambers were omposed of three seg-ments: the target setion with lead sheets interleaved with emulsion oateddouble side on aryli plates, the angular measurement segment omposed ofplasti emulsion plates with spaers of inreasing thikness downstream, andthe harge measurement segment omposed of 500 �m thik emulsion pelli-les. Details of the lead-emulsion hambers used in this EMU 13 experimentas well as irradiation onditions an be found elsewhere [1, 3, 4℄. Sanningfor Pb+Pb and Pb+PL1 interations was arried out under the mirosopein the target segment of lead-emulsion hambers. Details of sanning weredesribed in [1℄.Angular measurements of partiles emitted from the interation vertexwas done within the one of 10 mrad of the half opening angle. Within thisone all spetator protons, multiply harged fragments and some produedpartiles are ontained. Measurements were done with the CCD ameramounted on the mirosope and oupled to the omputer. Æ-ray ountswere used to evaluate the harge of fragments. These measurements wereperformed in a set of thik emulsion pelliles plaed at the bottom of eahlead-emulsion hamber. For the details of angular and harge measurementsof fragments see [1℄.1 In this paper we will use an abbreviation (PL) to denote the PLasti (C5H4O2) target.



Target Mass Dependene of the Pb Projetile . . . 19633. Estimation of sanning e�ieny: interplay between nulearand eletromagneti proessesOur sanning for Pb+Pb and Pb+PL interations reorded in lead-emulsion hambers was ine�ient for interations with the harge of theheaviest fragment, Z1, not very di�erent from the harge of the primary nu-leus. This sanning ine�ieny for interations with large Z1 values is wellseen in Fig. 1, where we plotted the yields of the heaviest fragments withthe harge Z1 in Pb+PL interations. For the sake of larity the widths ofthe bins in Fig. 1 are not uniform.

Fig. 1. Distribution of the harge Z1 of the heaviest fragment for the measuredPb+PL interations.In the following we assume that below the Z1 = 68 all interations werefound and that the fration of lost events with Z1 � 68 is the same forlead and plasti targets. In addition, ontribution of eletromagneti inter-ations to the Pb+PL event sample was negleted. This is supported bythe alulations of the eletromagneti dissoiation ross-setion, using theWeizsaker�Williams formalism [5℄, whih showed that eletromagneti dis-soiation ontributes to only few perent of the total Pb+PL ross-setion.The sanning for Pb+PL interations resulted in 529 events (see Table I).Using �nul(Pb+PL)=2.54 b [6℄ and the measured �ux of Pb ions, the ex-peted number of lead interations with this light target should be 861.Thus, our sanning e�ieny for Pb+PL interations is about 60%. Thefration of lost events with Z1 � 68 approahes 90%.



1964 A. D¡browska et al. TABLE INumber of measured and expeted events for Pb+PL and Pb+Pb interations withdi�erent values of the harge Z1 of the heaviest fragment.Pb+PL Pb+PbZ1 � 68 Z1 < 68 All Z1 � 68 Z1 < 68 AllMeasured events 45 484 529 29 435 464Expeted events 377 484 861 244 435 679For Pb+Pb ollisions we measured 464 events out of whih 29 have Z1�68(see Table I). Applying the same orretion for sanning losses as in Pb+PLollisions we get the total expeted number of events of 679.This gives the sanning e�ieny of about 68% for Pb+Pb interations.Using �nul (Pb+Pb)=6.36 b [7℄ and the measured �ux of Pb ions, theexpeted number of Pb+Pb ollisions of nulear nature is 299, orrespondingto 44% of the total expeted number of events. The remaining 56% aredue to eletromagneti interations. This fration of eletromagneti eventsamong all harge hanging interations is onsistent with the value of 53%reported in [6℄. Eletromagneti events are predominantly haraterized bythe emission of few nuleons, thus mainly ontribute to events with Z1 � 68.However, it an be seen from Table I that there is still onsiderable frationof eletromagneti events dispersed among interations with Z1 < 68, whihannot be separated from nulear interations.Applying the orretion for lost events with Z1 � 68, we an only obtainthe unbiased number of events with Z1 � 68, but the detailed propertiesof these events remain unknown. Therefore, whenever the knowledge ofpreise properties of Z1 � 68 events is not essential we present the resultsfor the full data set orreted for sanning biases. On the ontrary when thedetailed properties of these events may a�et the data we will restrit thepresentation to events with Z1 < 68. All plots, exept that shown in Fig. 1,are orreted for sanning ine�ieny.4. Charge and multipliity distributions of fragmentsWe begin with the study of the parameter Zb, that is the sum of hargesof all multiply harged fragments. This is an observable frequently usedin experiments in whih all or nearly all multiply harged fragments areobserved and measured. Physially the Zb an be onsidered [8℄ as a measureof the energy transferred to the exited spetator part of the nuleus. Largerenergy transfers orrespond to smaller values of Zb.



Target Mass Dependene of the Pb Projetile . . . 1965In Fig. 2 we plotted the Zb distributions in Pb+Pb and Pb+PL intera-tions. The distribution in Pb+Pb interations is pratially �at exept forthe largest Zb values, while the distribution for Pb+PL interations ontin-uously inreases with inreasing Zb, being zero for the smallest values of Zb.This means that in Pb+PL interations there are no events haraterizedby a omplete disruption of the projetile Pb nuleus into singly hargedspetators. The bulk (� 50%) of Pb+Pb and Pb+PL interations have Zbnot very di�erent from the harge of the primary nuleus i.e. they are of veryperipheral nature. In the ase of Pb+PL ollisions these are due to nulearinterations only, while in Pb+Pb ollisions both nulear and eletromag-neti interations ontribute. The most frequently observed fragments both

Fig. 2. Distribution of the sum Zb of multiply harged fragments in Pb+Pb (�lledsquares) and Pb+PL (open squares) interations.in Pb+Pb and Pb+PL interations are light and heavy fragments. The �rstare seen in Fig. 3 where we plotted the harge distribution of fragmentswith 2 < Z < 68. Heavy fragments above Z = 68 annot be plotted be-ause their distribution is unknown. They onstitute of about 40% of allfragment harges (see Table I). The enhanement of fragments with hargesin the viinity of half of the harge of the primary seen in Fig. 3 is due tofragments from �ssion of the projetile Pb nuleus. The harge distribu-tion of fragments within the restrited region 2 < Z < 68 does not showa signi�ant dependene on the mass of the target.
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Fig. 3. Charge distribution of fragments with 2 < Z < 68 in Pb+Pb (�lled squares)and Pb+PL interations (open squares).In Fig. 4 the mean harges hZi of fragments heavier than helium areplotted as a funtion of Zb for Pb+Pb and Pb+PL interations. The meanvalues of fragment harges must inrease with inreasing Zb due to the strongorrelation between these quantities. However, it should be stressed that fora given Zb the mean values of harges of fragments do not depend on themass of the target, exept for the most peripheral Zb bin. In other wordsthe mean harge of fragments depends primarily on the energy transferred tothe spetator part of the projetile nuleus, but not on the ollision system.The distribution of the number Nf of fragments heavier than helium(see Fig. 5) has a maximum at Nf = 1. This is onsistent with the largefration of peripheral ollisions both in Pb+Pb and Pb+PL interations, andadditional ontribution from eletromagneti interations in Pb+Pb events.In Pb interations with light target there are pratially no events withoutNf fragments, whereas in Pb+Pb interations in about 10% of ollisions theprojetile nuleus was broken into fragments not heavier than helium.It has been ustomary to separate the projetile nuleus fragments intosingly harged spetators, helium and heavier fragments. Experimentallyit is easy to separate helium and heavier fragments of the projetile nu-leus from produed partiles and fragments of the target nuleus. However,this is not the ase for singly harged spetators. These are singly hargedrelativisti partiles indistinguishable from produed partiles and projetileprotons, whih have already partiipated in the ollision. In nulear emulsion
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Fig. 4. Correlation between the mean harge hZi and Zb in Pb+Pb and Pb+PLinterations. Symbol desription is the same as in Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 5. Distribution of the number Nf of fragments in interations of Pb+Pb andPb+PL.



1968 A. D¡browska et al.tehnique the only riterion whih an be used to separate singly hargedspetators from other singly harged relativisti partiles is their small emis-sion angle, whih depends on the primary energy. From our previous studiesonerning the analysis of 200AGeV oxygen and sulfur interations [1,9,10℄we have found that within the angle of 3 mrad almost all spetator pro-tons are ontained and the number of produed partiles is very small. Thisstatement was supported by the Venus MC Model alulations. Shifting thepseudorapidity � = � ln tan(�=2) = 6:5 whih orresponds to 3 mrad byln(158=200) one gets �frag = 6:26 above whih pratially all singly hargedpartiles are spetators in Pb interations at 158AGeV.In Fig. 6 we show the dependene of the mean numbers hNspi, hN�iand hNfi of singly harged spetators, helium and heavier fragments on Zb.The dependene for Nf fragments (Fig. 6()) is similar for both targets: asthe energy transferred to the spetator part of the nuleus dereases themean number of fragments inreases, reahing maximum at the viinity ofZb � Zp=2, where Zp is the harge of the projetile. For still smaller energytransfers (Zb > Zp=2) the mean number of fragments dereases as a resultof inreasing harge of the heaviest fragment. For a given energy transferred

Fig. 6. Correlation between the mean numbers of singly harged spetators,hNspi (a), helium, hN�i (b), and heavier, hNfi () fragments, and the Zb for Pb+Pband Pb+PL interations.



Target Mass Dependene of the Pb Projetile . . . 1969to the spetator part of the projetile nuleus (the same values of Zb), themean number of all kind of fragments does not depend on the mass of thetarget nuleus. However, in ollisions with the light target there is a smallenhanement of helium fragments (Fig. 6(b)), mainly for relatively small Zbvalues and the mean values of singly harged spetators are systematiallylarger than that for Pb+Pb interations (Fig. 6(a)). It should be notiedthat in Pb+PL interations there are no events within the smallest bin of Zb(most entral events). On the other hand in most entral Pb+Pb ollisions(Zb � 10) there are pratially only singly harged spetators.5. Angular distribution of fragmentsIn Fig. 7 the angular distributions of singly harged spetators (��6:26),helium and heavier fragments are shown as a funtion of E0 sin �, whereE0 is the projetile energy per nuleon. This variable is equivalent to thepartile transverse momentum under the assumption that the momenta offragments are the same as that of the primary nuleus. The shapes of angulardistributions beome narrower as the mass of fragments inreases, but areroughly independent of the mass of the target nuleus.

Fig. 7. Angular distributions of singly harged spetators (a), helium (b) and heav-ier fragments () in Pb+Pb (solid histograms) and Pb+PL (dotted histograms)interations. The distributions are normalized to the same area.



1970 A. D¡browska et al.In order to investigate whether the angular distributions of fragments,for a given energy transferred to the spetator part of the projetile nuleus,depend on the mass of the target we separate the analyzed interations intotwo samples with di�erent ranges of Zb. In Fig. 8 we present the angulardistributions of singly harged spetators, helium and heavier fragments inPb+Pb and Pb+PL interations with Zb � 40 and Zb > 40. We see thatfor Zb > 40 the shapes of angular distributions for the same type of frag-ments do not depend on the mass of the target. For Zb � 40 (more entralinterations) the independene of the target mass is not so evident. This isespeially pereptible for singly harged spetators.

Fig. 8. Angular distributions of singly harged spetators (top panels), helium(middle panels) and heavier fragments (bottom panels) for Pb+Pb interations(solid histograms) and Pb+PL (dotted histogram) interations with Zb � 40 (leftpanels) and Zb > 40 (right panels).



Target Mass Dependene of the Pb Projetile . . . 19716. SummaryFragmentation of the projetile Pb nuleus at 158AGeV after the ol-lision with Pb or plasti (C5H4O2) target has been investigated. We havefound that at this high energy the eletromagneti interations of Pb withPb target play an important role. More than 50% of Pb+Pb ollisions aredue to eletromagneti interations. They mainly ontribute to events withthe harge of the heaviest fragment not very di�erent from the harge of theprimary, however, there is still a onsiderable fration of eletromagnetievents among less peripheral interations, whih annot be distinguishedfrom the nulear ollisions.The distributions of the number of fragments heavier than helium dependon the mass of the target, while their harge spetra do not. Also the shapesof the angular distributions of singly harged spetators, helium and heavierfragments are nearly independent of the mass of the target.Using the sum Zb of harges of multiply harged fragments as a measureof the energy transferred to the spetator part of the nuleus we observedthat at a given Zb the mean values of the number of singly harged spe-tators, helium and heavier fragments do not signi�antly depend on thetarget. Also, the mean values of harges of fragments are independent ofthe target mass, exept for the most peripheral ollisions, i.e. haraterizedby the largest Zb values. Separating our experimental material into twosamples of interations with large (Zb � 40) and small (Zb > 40) values ofenergy transferred to the spetator nuleus, we found that for Zb > 40 theshapes of angular distributions of the same type of fragments are the same,irrespetively of the mass of the target. For Zb � 40 some di�erenes inthe shapes of angular distributions for light and heavy targets seem to bepresent, espeially for singly harged fragments.As it was already mentioned in Se. 1 the proess of nulear fragmen-tation is a omplex phenomenon that an be investigated in di�erent ways.At present we put our attention on the general harateristis of nulearfragmentation. In the future we will present the results of our analysis ofharge orrelations, moments of the harge distributions, ritial exponentsand some novel signatures to searh for ritial e�ets like e.g. the nulearliquid-gas phase transition.This work was partially supported by the Polish State Committee forSienti� Researh (KBN) grant no. 2P03B05417.
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